We give a formula for the duals of the masks associated with trivariate box spline functions. We show how to construct trivariate nonseparable compactly supported biorthogonal wavelets associated with box spline functions. The biorthogonal wavelets may have arbitrarily high regularities. 
Introduction
In 8], Cohen, Daubechies, and Feauveau constructed biorthogonal dual functions associated with univariate B-spline functions B n and compactly supported biorthogonal wavelets associated with B n . Since then, the theory of multivariate biorthogonal wavelets has been developed rapidly (cf., e.g., 6]). Since box spline functions are a natural generalization of the well-known B-spline functions, several researches have been done to construct bivariate compactly supported biorthogonal wavelets associated with box spline functions (cf. e.g. . In a recent paper 14], He and Lai gave an explicit formula of the dual functionB`; m;n associated with box spline function B`; m;n for any integers`; m; n and compactly supported biorthogonal wavelets associated with box spline function B l;m;n were also constructed. Those biorthogonal wavelets may have arbitrarily high regularities.
In this paper, we are interested in generalizing the explicit formula for the dual box spline functions and construction of biorthogonal box spline wavelets in 14] to the trivariate setting. That is, we shall construct the compactly supported biorthogonal wavelets associated with trivariate box spline functions. Let B l;m;n;p;q;r be the trivariate box spline function whose Fourier transform is b B l;m;n;p;q;r (!) .) Without loss of generality, we may assume that all l; m; and n are positive. Since the tensor product case is not of interest here, we assume that at least one of p; q; r is not zero. It is known that B l;m;n;p;q;r generates a multiresolution approximation of L 2 (R 3 ) (cf. 2, p. 90]). Our rst step is to construct a compactly supported functionB l;m;n;p;q;r generating a multiresolution approximation of L 2 (R 3 ) which is a biorthogonal dual to B l;m;n;p;q;r in the following sense: Z R 3 B l;m;n;p;q;r (x ? k)B l;m;n;p;q;r (x ? k)dx = k;k 0 19] for the multivariate setting) and the two families of masks form an exact reconstruction of synthesis/analysis lter bank which may be possibly used in data compression for 3D seismic data les. It should be pointed out that the study of constructing compactly supported biorthogonal wavelets associated with trivariate box spline functions is not a simple generalization of the counterpart in the bivariate setting. We are only able to extend our method in 14] to the case that either q = 0 or r = 0. In this paper, we rst consider trivariate box spline B`; m;n;p;q;r with r = 0. The case associated with B`; m;n;p;q;r with q = 0 and r > 0 follows from the case r = 0 and q > 0 immediately by the box spline symmetry B l;m;n;p;q;0 (x 3 ; x 2 ; x 1 ) = B n;m;l;p;0;q (x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ): However, the study of the construction of biorthogonal compactly supported wavelets associated with B`; m;n;p;q;r with q > 0; r > 0 has to be delayed. From now on, we shall use B`; m;n;p;q := B`; m;n;p;q;0 : . We shall show in the next subsection thatB`; m;n;p;q can have any high regularity by choosing integers , (= 2 + 1) and L su ciently large. We will show thatB`; m;n;p;q is a dual to box spline B`; m;n;p;q in the sense of (1.1) in subsection 2.3.
x2. 2 Smoothness of the dualB`; m;n;p;q To makeB`; m;n;p;q 2 C (R   3   ) for 0, we need to estimate the in nite product in (2.9). Note that jH ( We next show thatB`; m;n;p;q de ned in (2.9) is a biorthogonal dual to box spline function B`; m;n;p;q in the sense of (1.1). Indeed we have 6 Theorem 2.3. For ; L and (= 2 + 1) su ciently large, the integer translates of B`; m;n;p;q form a Riesz basis for span L 2 ( The second inequality follows easily from the proof of Theorem 2.2 by choosing = 0. The rst inequality is an immediate result of Lemma 2.5, which may be proved by an extended argument in 14].
Remark 2.4. We note that the choice of = 0 in the proof of Theorem 2.3 is a little stronger than necessary to makeB`; m;n;p;q to generate a Riesz basis. For speci c`; m; n; p and q, one may use the methods like spectual radius (cf. 11] and 17]) to get better estimate of decay ofB`; m;n;p;q (!). , andB`; m;n;p;q is a biorthogonal dual to box spline B`; m;n;p;q .
Proof of Lemma 2.5. By the periodicity and symmetry, we only need to show (2.13) , such that jB l;m;n;p;qBl;m;n;p;q (! + 2 k)j A > 0:
For simplicity, we useB andB to denoteB l;m;n;p;q andB l;m;n;p;q respectively in the remaining of the proof. Sincê Therefore, the discussion in subcases 1 a){1 c) implies that (2.13) is true for ! 2 0; ] 3 . Similarly, we can deal with the other three subdomains. For the convenience of the interested reader, we include the details in the Appendix.
x3. Construction of Compactly Supported Biorthogonal Wavelets
First, we introduce a notation A(P 0 ; : : : ; P 7 ) for any 8 Laurent polynomials P j (z); j = 0; : : : ; 7 with z = (z 1 ; z 2 ; z 3 ). A(P 0 ; : : : ; P 7 ) is de ned as an 8 8 matrix with columns P j (z); P j (?z 1 ; z 2 ; z 3 ); P j (z 1 ; ?z 2 ; z 3 ); P j (z 1 ; z 2 ; ?z 3 ); P j (?z 1 ; ?z 2 ; z 3 ); P j (z 1 ; ?z 2 ; ?z 3 ); P j (?z 1 ; z 2 ; ?z 3 ); P j (?z)] T ; j = 0; : : : 7:
To construct biorthogonal wavelets associated with a trivariate box spline function, we need to start from the mask M 0 for the box spline function B`; m;n;p;q and the mask f M 0 for its dual functionB`; m;n;p;q to nd masks M 1 ; : : : ; M 7 There is a matrix extension method available in the literature (cf. 26] and 27]) to nd such M j ; f M j ; j = 1; ; 7. However, we would like to generalize the extension method in 14] to deal with these M j ; f M j 's. Our method does not rely on the Quillen-Suslin Theorem and does not need an orthogonal procedure as the extension method given in 26] and 27].
Our method for the construction of M j ; f M j ; j = 1; ; 7 satisfying (3.1) may be divided into three steps:
Step I. Find Laurent polynomials J j ; j = 1; : : : ; 7 Step II. Compute Step III. Replace whose determinant is 4096z The above two groups of equations can not be zero simultaneously. Without loss of generality, we assume the rst group of equations is not zero. Then we can get j1 + z 1 jj1 + z 3 j = j1 ? z 1 jj1 ? z 3 j and j1 ? z 1 jj1 + z 3 j = j1 + z 1 jj1 ? z 3 j:
It follows that z 1 + z 1 = 0 and z 3 + z 3 = 0. That is, z 1 = ai and z 3 Look at the complex conjugate of both sides of (3.16), one can see that (1+ai)`(1?abci) p is a purely imaginary number and so is (1 + ai)`(1 + abci) p . Thus, (1 + ai) real. Hence, at most nitely many z's satisfy (3.14) . This completes the proof of the Lemma 3.3. Lemma 3.3. There exists an 8 8 Laurent polynomial matrix B(z) with real coe cients such that the rst column of B is f 0 ; f 1 ; : : : ; f 7 ] T and the determinant of B is 1. Proof: We rst consider the case that q = 0. By Lemma 3.2, we may assume that f 0 ; : : : ; f 5 have r common zeros in (Cnf0g) 3 for r 1 (if r = 0, then it is trivial), which are w j ; j = 1; : : : ; r. Now we consider f 6 + kf 7 for some real number k. Since f 0 ; : : : ; f 7 have no common zero, f 6 (w j ) and f 7 (w j ) can not be equal to zero simultaneously for any j = 1; : : : ; r. Thus, there exists a k 0 6 = 0 such thatf 6 = f 6 + k 0 f 7 does not vanish on all the w j 's. It follows that f 0 ; : : : ; f 5 ;f 6 have no common zero in (Cnf0g) 3 . By Hilbert's Nullstellensatz Theorem, (cf. 15]), there exist polynomials p 0 ; : : : ; p 6 with real coe cients such that 5 X j=0 f j (z)p j (z) +f 6 (z)p 6 (z) = 1:
